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THE ORDER OF THE SENTENCE IN THE ASSYRIAN HIS

TORICAL INSCRIPTIONS.

By LESTER BRADNER , JR ., Ph . D.,

New Haven , Conn .

I. INTRODUCTORY.

A. The object of the investigation .

The following discussion is among the first attempts at building up, on the

basis of careful and extended observation , not only an accurate and scientific but

a historical syntax of the Assyrian language. So little progress has hitherto been

made in this department, that the work , if properly carried out, need be done but

once in order to establish both the syntax itself, and historicaldevelopment.

The present investigation has been confined to a small department of the syn

tactical field . The aim has been (1) to determine accurately the usual order of

the sentence, and to trace any development of it that should arise during the

growth of the language ; (2) to account as far as possible for any changes from

the usual order thus determined ; and (3) to show the relative frequency of such

variations at different periods.

B. The progress alreadymade.

Probably the best formulated statement of the results already obtained in

this line is to be found in various paragraphs of Delitzsch's Assyrian Grammar,

although these are meagre , ill-arranged, and not intended to be historical. His

deductions are in the main as follows :

The Object precedes its Verb , & 142 ; the Adjective follows its Noun , & 121 ;

(Numerals follow rules for Adjective, 2129 ). Appositional words or phrases fol

low the substantive to which they belong, & 125. ( In any of the above cases the

opposite arrangement indicates emphasis.) Infinitives used as Constructs precede
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NEW NAMES FOR THE FORMS OF THE HEBREW

FINITE VERB.

By Rev. F. P. RAMSAY,

Augusta, Ky.

Our starting-point is the fact that what is known as the Preterite or Perfect

in Hebrew has no prefixes for person , gender , or number ,while what is known as

the Future or Imperfect has such prefixes. Is this difference peculiar to Hebrew ,

or is it common to the Semitic languages ? The same difference is found in Ethi

opic in Biblical-Aramaic and Syriac , in Arabic and Assyrian , although here the

prefixal appears in two forms and thesuffixalis comparatively rare . This common

characteristic of Semitic is not recognized in the names Perfect and Imperfect, or

Preterite and Future, or in any other names taken from the terminology of Indo

European grammar. Moreover, these termsare misleading , especially in Hebrew ;

for here at least, the suffixal is not generally past or perfect ,and the prefixal is

not generally future or imperfect. But to call the one form Prefixal as having

prefixes, and the other Suffixal as having sufixes only, would not mislead and

would recognize the one great difference between these forms.

It may be objected that the form usually called Imperative is a suffixal, while

yet it is really but a modification ofwhat it is now proposed to call Prefixal. But

the term Imperative may be retained, since the term is as correct for Semitic as

for Indo-European ; or the term De-prefixal might be used as indicating the rela

tion of this form to the Prefixal.

And in this difference of form lies the root of the syntactical difference of the

Prefixal and the Suffixal. The Pre. is not primarily a future, or an imperfect ;

nor the Suf. primarily a past , or a perfect ; nor is either distinctively an aorist .

But in the Prefixal we have subject and predicate , in the Suffixal predicate and

subject. In the Pre., we see an actor before we see the action ; in the Suf.,

we see an action before we see an actor. In the Pre., the action arises

out of the actor ; in the Suf., the actor is disclosed through the action . Since

in the Pre., the action is presented as arising out of the actor, it may be an

inceptive, and hence an aorist (not past ) or a future, or an imperfect designating

continuance , incompletion , repetition , and then endeavor, wish . And since in the

Suf., the mind looks across the action to the actor, and thus the action is pre
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sented as a whole, this may be a perfect or a past or may indicate certainty . The

Suf. presents an act for contemplation ; the Pre. presents the conditions of an

act, an actor acting.

But it is the Wâw -conversive that breaks down all theories of distinction in

meaning between these two forms; let us examine this peculiarity of Hebrew in

the light of this root difference of Prefixal and Suffixal. If a writer has used an

independent Suf., he hangs Pres. upon it, and vice versa , themodaland tense color

ing of the series of verbs being that of the first verb . Hence, he has either the

succession act-agent, agent-act, agent-act, etc., or agent-act, act-agent, act- agent, etc.

And act-agent, agent-act is the logical order , when the agent in both cases is the

same. If one is presenting God and should say Creator-he, he would logically

continue and he gorernor. On the other hand , if he should say He creator, he

would logically continue and governor he. For that which is last before the atten

tion at one instant is before the attention in the transition to the next instant,

and so is first before the attention in the next instant. Thus the feeling could

find origin and growth in the Hebrew until it rose into idea and usage, that a Pre.

dependent on a Suf. takes on the coloring of the Suf., and rice versa . And as this

dependence was denoted by putting the verb first in its own clause preceded only

by a ), the feeling and usage could easily develop, that one of those forms pre

ceded only by a 9 had the modal and tense coloring, each of the other.

As at first the connection between the pronominal prefix and the other part

of the verbal form was loose in pronunciation , the little conjunctive particle

becameclosely united with the small pronominal word ; and so ground was laid

for the usage of more closely uniting the Wâw -conversive with the Pre . than the

simple Wâw -conjunctive.

To sum up ,the names Suffixal and Prefixal (and De-prefixal) are based on an

obvious difference of formation, suggest no wrong view of the difference in sense ,

and leave the mind free to seize and trace the real difference.
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